FRSEM-UA     Literary Theory and Its Applications       Freshman Seminar     
Fall 2014                      Tuesday   2:00-4:30                  Seminar Room, Palladium Residence Hall
Professor John Maynard                                                  244 Greene St., room 714  
212 595 6936                                                                  John.Maynard@nyu.edu  



The seminar will attempt to introduce freshpersons to some of the most interesting ideas about literature that are influential today with students and writers of literature.  The aim of the seminar is not so much to learn a set of knowledge (there will be no final exam) but to develop students' sophistication as thinkers about literature.  Stress will be placed on ability to understand and interpret ideas and to approach them critically. Focus will be both on individual theorists or schools of theory and on various approaches to recurrent problems in thinking about literature.  The goal will be not only historical knowledge of theory but an ability to present and think through ideas. 

Along with the readings in our text on critical theory, there will be selected reading in individual poems.  These, poems because they can easily be read by the seminar and put before the group, will offer an opportunity to look at the strengths and weaknesses of various modes of theoretical thinking in approaching works of literature.

Students will be asked to give an oral review of one of the theoretical readings to the seminar; and later, to relate another critical reading to a poem of their choosing.  The second review will later be presented to the instructor in written form.  Students will complete the course with a longer (15-20  pages) paper on a topic that has interested them in the course of the seminar, normally, but not necessarily, a reading of a poem in relation to a theoretical approach (see below, Dec. 20).

Schedule of Classes:

Sept    2  Introduction
Sept    9  Formalisms  (all topics refer to reading in those sections in the Rivkin and Ryan text); 				all students prepare a brief oral report on one essay).
Sept  16  Structuralism; oral reports as assigned here and all following weeks
Sept  23  Rhetoric, Phenomenology, Reader Response
Sept  30  Post-Structuralism, Deconstruction, and Post-Modernism 
Oct     7   Psychoanalysis
Oct   14   Fall Break
Oct   21  Feminism
Oct   28  Gender Studies
Nov    4  Political Criticism from Marxism to Cultural Materialism
Nov  11  Historicisms  
Nov  18  Cultural Studies
Nov  25  Turkey week but we do meet.  Ethnic Literary and Cultural Studies; Critical Race 				Theory
Dec    2  Colonial, Post-Colonial, and Transnational Studies
Dec   9  preliminary paper reports (oral; about 5-10 minutes)
Dec  18  Thursday: Final paper (about 15-20 pages) due at Maynard’s office--mailbox--by 4:00 			(or earlier, of course):  a reading of your chosen poem in the light of one or another 			theoretical approach--may combine, restate, or morph approaches; or it can be purely on a 	theoretical problem.

In addition to the final paper, each student will prepare two oral reviews of individual essays in the reading, as assigned.  The second review will be due in written form (about 5-7 pages)  a week after it is presented.  The second review will include a discussion of a poem chosen by the student from the required anthology of poetry in relation to the subject of the essay. 

Required texts (at NYU bookstore or elsewhere): 
The Norton Anthology of Poetry. Fifth Edition. Not the abridged edition.
Rivkin, Julie and Michael Ryan. Literary Theory: An Anthology. Second Edition. 2004. 		Blackwell.
Baldick, Chris.  Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms. Third edition.  












